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Good writing and the activities surrounding the learning process (conferences,
group work. sharing of ideas) do not exist in a vacuum. Good writing is a composite and
continuum: it builds, sometimes fast, more often slowly. As students grow in comfort
level with themselves, their peers and their instructor; as they realize that peers and instructors alike can offer genuine help, and criticize constructively - they become even
more giving. Reading and journal circles become testing grounds for new ideas, for trying new forms of writing, for taking responsibility; and for taking pride in individual accomplishment.

Background
Twenty-one first-year Composition students faced me, from five (5) different
states and backgrounds. Student academic goals ranged from mostly ''undecided" to
t~hing mathematics and accounting. The range of writing skills, as evidenced by inill.~ class samples, were even more varied. Any one who has taught a first-year CompositJon knows this is a typical incoming class.
.
"Writing, writing, writing ...." is what the Chainnan of the department had sa_id
~o me. I took his words seriously. This would not be a talking class; it would be a wntmg class.
.
In the beginning, the students wrote who they were, where they came from, what
therr goals were and what their experiences had been with writing up to this point
Both surprising and revealing to me were the comments students wrote ~n a s~lf
-as~essment tool I included with their frrst written assignment asking them to identify
therr strengths and weaknesses: One student wrote: My introductions are boring. I want
readers to want to read my essays. The sincerity of the conunent hit a responsive chord.
and 1 made a mental note to focus on introductions at once. Another told me he knew
Writing was important, even to a "business major, and recognized he would not get to
where he wanted without knowino bow to write better. Then there were the students
who said: My vocabulary is limit~ I use the same words over and over; and another.
who added: I keep writing the same things to stretch my papers to the right length. _and
fmaUy, one striking comment that appeared over and over: I have such bad feelings
about ~ting; I used to like it, but. .. .I did not know what caused this, and could not do
:ensive research at that time, but I knew the negative "mind-set" would have to be adssed before I could accomplish my stated goals.
. ·
th
One of the keys for setting a foundation for success in writing was convmcmg
e students that this was their opportunity to assess strengths and weaknesses. and to
~vercome the weaknesses and to recognize the strengths. I streSsed ~t they rrught not
md such an opportunity again-a class devoted to writing, in all different form.-
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personal. argumentative, informative, research and even practice ~ssay_ exa~nations.
Further, J told them they would need writing skills throughout their uruverstty career,
whether they tooJ... advantage of it was their own decision. In the end, each student was
responsible for his or her own work. for making it the "best" he or she could; and that the
success or failure belonged to each of them individually. As the term got under way, as
we went through endless "conferences"--Oifferent in kind, but. significant and use~,
they trusted me on that; as we went through peer evaluation sess10~s, they u~derstood tt
better, and as they revised and rewrote, sometimes endlessly, therr wor~ m progress
which never seemed quite done, they began to understand the process a bit better. One
student wrote: I have realized that enhancing my writing skills in this class is not an easy
process and it takes practice as well as patience in order to better your writing skills.
When, towards the end of the semester, the students and I decided together to
produce a class publication, they reviewed each other's material still again-and then
started to pull back their own work, voluntarily, to "look at one more time"-- As we
worked together to put the finishing touches on Our Writers' Works -not a perfect publication, but one in which every one contributed at least one essay--their self-motivation
and pride in accomplishment told me that all went well.

Five Principles
The research developed a set of five (5) principles based on early student assessments of their own strengths and weaknesses.
Principle One: The Syllabus As A Flooring Tool
The process of reevaluation, revision, reprioritizing to suit both the pre-planned
lesson or unit and student responses is a challenge most teachers face every single day.
Simply stated, teachers must design a syllabus to meet immediate needs; constantly reevaluate the syllabus based on students' growth, progress, self evaluations; collect empirical data on an on-going basis; and build in enough flexibility to the syllabus to reprioritize.
Principle Two: Exploring and £'<panding Peer Techniques
Of all the teaching methods used in teaching writing, Peer F.diting rates high on
the list for po itive and long-term effects. For those of us who use it, we cannot imagine
life without it.
As to the idenufied problem of two different types of student writing skills and
talents, careful placement of students coupled with careful preparation resulted in better
than anticipated results. Mo t students were eager to give what they did best-and a
wonderful interchange and exchange of skills and talents resulted; students engaged in
honest and open dialogue. I knew the process was working well, when one student who
had seemed quite reticent about sharing with her group initially could take pride in the
sharing of some materials from one of her essays with the class: I want to feel like I can
write and flow wtth ffi)' words. I want to find my own voice-so that when I go out into
the real world, I teach young children what I have learned.

Principle 71iree: Ne ..... Ways to M<lU An Old Standby A Mighty Tool
.
Confercnc~ a.s we know them are a basic tool: They should be lively, interesting. reque:;ted, looked forward to by both student and teacher and can if used effectively. ma1'e a difference in the lh·es of your students and the ou~cornes ~d objectives of
any basic compo ition cour;e.

When I began to set up the obligatory conferences, strangely I was finding that
more than one- half lo maybe three-quarters of my class had conflicts with the conference time I h:id set aside in my office
Principle Four: Gfre Students Opponunity to Participate in Outcomes and Build Re-
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speer and Responsibility

Student participation in the course development process is a cornerstone of education. Mutual respect is the foundation that enables us to teach well and participation
the foundation that makes students want to learn. Students must buy into the aspect of
"writing, writing, writing" for development of writing skills to be an effective outcome.
To accomplish this, a multitude of assessment and evaluation tools were designed to determine what method was working and what else was needed to make assignments on units more successful. This allowed for continuous reevaluation of lesson
plans and reprioritizing, which was essential to the overall success of outcomes desired.
Principle Five: Bringing It ALI Together: A Joint Project
My objective was to find a project that would incorporate and build on writing
skills learned throughout the semester. I neither wanted to lose the momentum of
"writing, writing, writing" nor the fine peer group work and respect that had developed
as a class. I suggested a class publication. My suggestion was readily accepted despite
the fact that much of the project would require extracurricular work and time.
Students had selection, editing, design and layout comminees. The students realized that much of the work would have to be done in fits and starts and outside the classroom. They took total responsibility.
On that basis, students went through all their work, pulled out all the peer editing, used their handbooks on granunar and structure, used each other, and continued to
review and revise until the last moment.

